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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of deep
learning techniques for lung nodule classification in computed
tomography scans. Using less than 10,000 training examples, deep
networks perform 4.8 times better than a standard radiology
software under the cross-error measure. For the first time,
we provide a systematic comparison between deep networks
and radiologists for CT lung nodule data. This includes ask-
ing radiologists to examine important networks’ features and
perform blind relabeling of networks’ mistakes. Visualization of
the networks’ neurons reveals semantically meaningful features
that are consistent with the clinical knowledge and radiologists’
perception. Our paper also proposes a novel framework for
rapidly adapting deep networks to the radiologists’ feedback,
or change in the data due to the shift in sensor’s resolution or
patient population. The classification accuracy of our approach
remains above 80% while popular deep networks’ accuracy is
around chance. Finally, we propose using inconsistency density
function, computed by a recurrent network, as a way to discover
potentially noisy labels in lung data. Experimental results show
that our method can remove 95% of incorrect labels in a synthetic
case, and filter out meaningful lung nodule images for relabeling.
Index Terms—Domain adaptation, lung nodule, lung cancer
screening, memory-augmented neural network, radiologist feed-
back, interactive medical diagnosis
I. INTRODUCTION
LUNG cancer is consistently ranked as the leading causeof the cancer-related deaths all around the world in the
past several years, accounting for more than one-quarter (26%)
of all cancer-related deaths [1]. The stage at which diagnosis
is made largely determines the overall prognosis of the patient.
The five-year relative survival rate is over 50% in early-stage
disease, while survival rates drop to less than 5% for late-stage
disease [1]. The main challenge in lung cancer screening is
detecting lung nodules [2], [3]. Radiologist fatigue, increasing
image set size, and stringent turn-around-time requirements are
just a few of the factors which negatively impact detection rate
for lung nodules. Many studies have documented the occur-
rence of diagnostic errors in clinical practice, caused by many
different contributing factors which can generally be divided
into person-specific (such as radiologists’ complacency etc)
and environment-specific issues (e.g. inadequate equipment,
staff shortages, excess workload, etc.) [4], [5].
Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems aim to improve
the radiologist’s performance in terms of diagnostic accuracy
and speed [6]. The role of CAD systems in lung nodule
detection and screening has been demonstrated over the years
[7], [8], as well as their role in distinguishing benign from
malignant nodules [6], [9]. However, automated identification
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the adaptive lung nodule classifier, consisting of a 3D
ResNet and a memory recurrent network.
of nodules from non-nodules is quite challenging mainly
due to the large variation in sizes, shapes, and locations
of the nodules [10]. There are also different categories of
nodules (such as solitary, pleural, and ground-glass opacity)
contributing to the diversified contextual environment around
the nodule tissue [11].
The performance of a conventional CAD system depends
heavily on the intermediate image processing stages (such as
extracting hand-crafted morphological and statistical features)
which are both time-consuming and subjective [12]. In recent
years, deep learning technology has attracted considerable in-
terest in the computer vision and machine learning community
[13]–[20]. Deep neural networks (DNNs) have an advantage
of automatically capturing the image’s higher level feature
representation directly from the input pixel data. This leads
to powerful features more tuned to specific tasks of medical
image analysis [21]–[28]. Recent work has explored deep
networks for detecting lung pathology [26], [29]–[31]. In the
context of pulmonary nodule classification in CT images, Hua
et al. [32] introduced models of a deep belief network and
a convolutional neural network that outperforms the conven-
tional hand-crafted features. Setio et al. [33] proposed a mul-
tiview convolutional network lung nodule detection. There’s
a lack of systematic analysis on how well deep networks
perform compared to radiologists on lung nodule classification
task. In addition, while most work in this domain focuses on
improving the classification accuracy for a static dataset, the
problem of adapting a classifier to changes in lung CT data
is largely under-investigated. Finally, the ground truth labels
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2of lung nodules are not absolutely correct. There is an urgent
need for techniques capable of removing noisy labels from the
training dataset. This paper makes the following contributions:
1) For the first time, we provide a systematic comparison
between deep networks and radiologists on lung nodule
classification task. The comparison includes asking ra-
diologists to examine important networks’ features and
perform blind relabeling of networks’ mistakes.
2) We propose a novel framework for rapidly adapting deep
networks to the radiologists’ feedback using a memory-
augmented recurrent network. We demonstrate that our
classifier is also robust to shifts in data distribution
caused by the variation of sensing technology or patient
population.
3) To mitigate the problem of incorrect labels pertinent
to lung nodule data, we propose using inconsistency
density function, computed by a recurrent network, as
a way to discover potentially noisy labels in lung data.
We validate the effectiveness of our algorithm on both
synthetic and real datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II pro-
vides in-depth analysis on the performance of deep networks
versus radiology software and radiologists. Section III explains
how we adapt a classifier to radiologists’ feedback or changes
in the data. How to remove noisy labels using a recurrent
network is the focus of Section IV. Section V concludes the
paper with future research directions.
II. COMPARISON OF DEEP NETWORKS AND HUMAN
RADIOLOGIST ON LUNG NODULE CLASSIFICATION
This section investigates the effectiveness of two well-
known deep networks for lung nodule classification. We com-
pare the results against accuracies of a radiology software and
human experts. We also provide visualization of networks’
filters to help us better understand the properties of deep
networks trained on lung nodule data.
A. Dataset
The study included 226 unique Computed Tomography (CT)
Chest scans (with or without contrast) captured by General
Electric and Siemens scanners. The data was preprocessed
by an automated segmentation software in order to identify
structures to the organ level. From within the segmented lung
tissue, a set of potential nodule point is generated based on the
size and shape of regions within the lung which exceeds the
air Hounsfield Unit (HU) threshold. Additional filters, based
on symmetry and other common morphological characteristics,
are applied to decrease the false positive rate while maintaining
very high sensitivity.
Bounding boxes with at least 8 voxels padding surrounding
the candidate nodules are cropped and resized to 32×32×32
pixels. Each generated candidate is reviewed and annotated by
at least one board certified radiologist. From all the generated
images (about 7400 images), around 56% were labeled as
nodules and the rest non-nodules. Figure 2 shows examples
of extracted candidates and the corresponding labels provided
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Fig. 2. Sample images of nodules (Left) and non-nodules (Right). Each image
is a slice along 2D axial plane in the middle of the volume.
by radiologists. These images illustrate the highly challeng-
ing task of distinguishing nodules from non-nodule lesions.
One reason is that the pulmonary nodules come with large
variations in shapes, sizes, types, etc. In Figure 2, examples
of solitary (1), sub-pleural (2), cavitary (3) and ground-glass
(4) nodules are depicted. (5) is a more complicated sample
containing a mixed solid and ground-glass nodule with irregu-
lar margins. While nodules are commonly known as spherical
lesions, they also often have a non-spherical shape (12-13)
and irregular margins. These irregularities can be caused by
vessels and/or spiculations (6-11). Other objects and tissues
might also appear in the nodule samples, such as single or
multiple blood vessels (14-17), chest wall (18-19), lung recess
(19), etc. Moreover, one nodule image can also contain several
nodules of different shapes and sizes (21-24).
The second reason which hinders the identification process
is the non-nodule candidates mimicking the morphological
appearance of the real pulmonary nodules. Examples are
calcification (30), short vessels (31-34), scarring (35), infection
(36-37), vessels with motion artifact mimicking a ground-glass
nodule (38), septical thickening (39). Some images might also
contain a nodule, but is centered on another tissue (such as a
vessel in (40)) and so is labeled as non-nodule. For all these
reasons, the detection and classification of lung nodules is a
challenging task, even for experienced radiologists.
B. Deep Network Architectures
We modify two well-known deep network architectures–
AlexNet [14] and ResNet [34] to make them compatible
with 3D data. The modified AlexNet contains eight layers
(five convolutional layers followed by three fully-connected
layers) similar to the original AlexNet. The local response
normalization layers after the first, second, and last convolu-
tional layers proposed in the original paper are replaced by
batch normalization (BN) layers [35]. We also add BN before
all other ReLU layers. Empirically, BN enables much faster
convergence rate during training. It also has regularization
effect like dropout because of computing the statistics on every
mini-batch (rather than the entire training examples) [35]. We
use a smaller stride of 1 and filter size of 4 for the first
convolutional layer. This results in to more distinctive features
and fewer dead filters, as demonstrated in [36]. The dropout
3rate is set to 50% [14] in the first two fully-connected layers
to prevent over-fitting.
We use 50-layer ResNet similar to what is described in [34]
with some modifications applied to fit our data dimensions. At
the top of the network, we use a convolutional layer including
32 filters of size 4 × 4 with stride 2, followed by a 2 × 2
max-pooling layer with stride 2. These are followed by four
so-called bottleneck blocks which are described in details
in [34]. Each of the three convolutional layers in a single
bottleneck block follows by BN which is applied before the
ReLU nonlinearity. A fully-connected layer with 50 hidden
units is also added to the network and before the classification
layer. This layer helps to improve our classification results.
Similar to AlexNet, a dropout with 50% rate is used in this
fully-connected layer. We also apply 2D versions of these
networks to 2D slices of lung nodule volumes along the x-
axis. We choose x-axis because it contains most information
according to radiologists’ feedback. Having both 2D and 3D
images enable us to compare to quantify the contribution of
the third dimension.
Optimization Settings: For both networks, we train using
ADAM optimizer [37] and cross-entropy loss function. We
perform data augmentation by randomly rotate nodule volumes
around the center for 2D images and along all three axes for
3D images. We set the maximum rotation degree to 90o and
45o for 2D and 3D networks respectively so as to prevent
introducing too much distortion to the images. Afterwards,
pepper noise was added to the rotated images. It’s similar
to applying dropout to the visible layer, i.e., the input. The
dropout rate is set to 5%.
C. Comparison of Deep Networks and Radiology Software
We first compare the performances of deep networks against
an automated radiology software. The automated image seg-
mentation software has an algorithmic method for separating
true from false candidate nodule points. By utilizing the lung
segmentation data and the voxel density value, the center
of each candidate point is estimated as the point which is
the most equidistant from surrounding air density (-200 HU)
lung points. Radial density analysis is subsequently performed
to determine the symmetry characteristic of the candidate
point. Specifically, the nodule is categorized as either mostly
spherical or mostly cylindrical. This geometric analysis forms
the backbone of the automated nodule analysis.
For the binary classification of the unbalanced classes,
performance is quantitatively determined via the precision,
recall (sensitivity), specificity and error rate metrics. Validation
results for the 2D and 3D CNNs, for both AlexNet and ResNet,
are provided in Figure 3. The specified point on each of the
curves shows the precision and recall values at the default
threshold of the classifier (i.e., 0.5). The black point shows
the precision-recall of the automated software. Table I includes
the performance values of all CNNs, as well as those of the
automated software (which is treated as the baseline result). To
get a better comparison, the results for the automated software
was also computed and presented over the same validation set.
The best result of each column is shown in bold.
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Fig. 3. Precision-recall Curves for the Designed Networks. The points on
the curves shows the precision and recall values at the threshold of 0.5. The
black dot at the intersection of dotted lines depicts the precision and recall
values for the automated software
As shown in Table I, all CNN networks outperform the
automated software by a large margin. Moreover, 3D networks
improve over their 2D counterparts by 3% error points. This
shows that the 3D networks are capable of encoding and ex-
ploiting the complicated anatomical surrounding environments
of the volumetric image. 3D ResNet achieves the lowest error
rate of 9.58%, outperforming 3D AlexNet with the error rate
of 10.42%. However, looking at the precision-recall curve
in Figure 3, there’s no strong evidence for us to prefer one
network over the other for lung nodule classification task.
We compared the performance of the automated algorithm
and the deep learning approach by computing the number of
examples that are correctly classified or misclassified by either
of them. These values are presented in terms of percentages
in Table II. We compute the cross-error measure, defined as
the ratio of errors made by one method, and not by the other.
Table II indicates that the designed ResNet is performing 4.8
times (19.84% of ResNet compared with 4.08% of automated
software) better than the standard automated radiology soft-
ware under this measure.
D. How Deep Networks Fare Against Radiologists?
Misclassified images are difficult for radiologists: Typically,
radiologists have an error rate in range of 2-20%. [4]. So it
could be possible that the images misclassified by the network
are actually the correct classification and the ground truth
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE DEEP NETWORKS AND AUTOMATED RADIOLOGY
SOFTWARE.
Presicion Recall Specificity Error rate
Automated Software
on all images 80.19% 85.21% 71.78% 21.79%
Automated Software
on validation set 73.65% 82.13% 70.01% 25.34%
2D AlexNet 88.09% 85.52% 88.32% 13.09%
2D ResNet 89.14% 85.52% 89.47% 12.51%
3D AlexNet 91.05% 87.92% 91.26% 10.42%
3D ResNet 90.51% 90.42% 90.42% 9.58%
4TABLE II
CROSS-COMPARISON OF THE CLASSIFICATION METHODS
Both Correct Software correct Only
72.46% 4.08%
19.84% 5.50%
ResNet Correct Only Both Wrong
could be wrong. In order to verify this, we asked a board-
certified radiologist to relabel all of the images misclassified
by the 3D-ResNet and see if the new labels match with the
ground truth. 125 images were provided to the radiologist for
relabeling, without him knowing how they were labeled in
the first time. The number of matched labels was 36 out of
115 (31.3%) and the number of mismatched labels were 79
out of 115 (68.69%). The radiologist was not able to decide
on the label for the remaining 10 images. It is surprising
that the mismatch rate is even higher than 50%, which is the
expected mismatch rate if the radiologist was the act randomly.
This demonstrates that samples classified incorrectly by deep
networks are also highly confusing for the radiologist. The
most common cases associated with mismatched labels are
infection (17 out of 115), granuloma (4 out of 115), scarring
(9 out of 115), blood vessel (6 out of 115) and atelectasis (10
out of 115). These constitute 58.2% of the mislabeled images.
How much do deep networks differ from radiologists? We
begin with specifying the null hypothesis as Pnetwork(y|x) =
Pradiologist(y|x). For a given sample, we assume the network
picks a label randomly under Bernoulli distribution given by
Pnetwork(y|x). This allows us to compute the p-value given
observations of labels provided by radiologists under the null
hypothesis. For example, if a radiologist diagnoses that the
sample is nodule the first time, and non-nodule the second
time, p-value is equal to P (one nodule in two trials|Pnetwork).
Applying this estimate over all the relabeled samples give
us 125 p-values. We also compute q-value [38] from the
distribution of p-value to estimate the false detection rate
for setting certain p-value (and those below it) to be sig-
nificant. We reject the null hypothesis, or decide radiologist
and classifier decisions are significantly different, when both
p-value and q-value are less than 0.05. Figure 4 shows that
6.85% and 4.83% error points are significant, whereas 2.56%
and 5.59% fall into grey zone for ResNet and AlexNet,
respectively. The reason that ResNet has higher percentage of
significant samples is because its prediction scores are often
more extreme than AlexNet. In conclusion, deep networks are
at least 4.83%→ 6.85% different from radiologists prediction.
However, the fact that more than 50% of samples misclassified
by deep networks have opposite labels during relabeling makes
it uncertain to conclude whether the networks or radiologists
did better.
E. Visualization
To visualize what features deep networks capture, we use
the visualization technique introduced in [39]. Since some
images have a very complicated appearance, it’s hard to tell
what is the object type that is detected by a specific unit. For
Fig. 4. Comparison of deep networks and radiologist classification (left), and
distribution of p-values (right).
this reason, in addition to real lung data, we ask radiologists
to help generate synthetic data representing common patterns
of nodule and non-nodule lesions. Looking at the activation
regions in synthetic images with simpler appearance can help
to better understand the exact representation learned by each
filter. Synthetic data contains spherical shapes mimicking the
nodule examples and tube shapes similar to non-nodule cases,
especially vessels.
Figure 5 plots the maximally activated images of different
filters for AlexNet. The network is trained by the real images,
and RF-based segmentation is done for both real (left panel)
and synthetic (right panel) data. In each image, the area that is
not shaded in gray depicts the activation region. Comparing the
activation regions of the units of con1 and conv5 shows that
the activation regions become more semantically meaningful
with increasing the depth of layers. Units at the early layers are
more responsive to simple shapes and edges. For example, unit
7 and 11 of conv1 are responding to edges created by changes
in contrast (i.e. change in color) in different directions. Unit
7 captures the edge of vertical chest walls in real data. Since
there is no chest wall in synthetic data (and given that this
network is trained on the real data), this unit captures the
right edge of the vertical tubes which show the same texture
and contrast patterns as a chest wall. The same behavior is
observed by unit 11 which gets activated when there is a
change in color from top to bottom and from white to black.
Unit 16 is responding to the whole white area presented in the
image.
Unit 1 in conv5 is maximally responding to thin horizontal
tube shapes which are mostly vessels. Unit 4 captures the
chest wall on the left side of the ROI. Unit 6 is activated
by simple nodules placed at the center of the ROI. Unit 13
shows a complicated yet interesting behavior. It’s searching
the environment surrounding real nodules and responds to
the objects such as nodule speculations or small vessels.
Activation regions in synthetic images shed more light on the
behavior of this unit.
III. RAPID ADAPTATION OF LUNG NODULE CLASSIFIER
Radiologist’s trust in the computer-aided diagnosis (CAD)
systems is a key factor in increasing the adoption rate of CAD
to clinical practice. Since radiologists are responsible for the
final diagnosis, it is important for them to be able to tell CAD
systems to correct any detection they think wrong. As a result,
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Fig. 5. Examples of object detector units from the first and last convolution
layers of the AlexNet. The unshaded area in each image depicts the activation
region. Each row contains the five maximally activating images. Results are
presented for both real (Left) and synthetic (Right) images and the same units.
the system has to be able to rapidly adapt to radiologists’
feedback and further refine its decision. Such interaction is
crucial for radiologists to understand how CAD systems work.
This in turns will help improve efficacy and efficiency of the
radiologist-CAD team [40].
Another important reason for making lung nodule classifier
adaptive is the perpetual problem of domain shift. That is the
problem when training data are different from test data. For
lung nodule, difference in CT scanner’s sensing technology,
reconstruction algorithms, or scanning protocol are common
reasons causing discrepancy between training and test data.
Variation in the patient population is another factor contribut-
ing toward shift in data distribution. It has been shown that
the classification accuracy reduces dramatically when training
and test data come from different distributions [41]–[44]. Re-
training a lung nodule classifier is both expensive and time-
consuming, which can disrupt the clinical workflow.
In this section, we propose a framework for adapting
lung nodule classifier, using only few feedback, to never-
seen-before data distribution. The proposed approach enable
radiologists to review a few errors made by a deep network
and incorporate his knowledge to correct them. Our classifier
use these feedback to further refine its decision.
A. Background on Memory Augmented Recurrent Network
Our approach uses a memory augmented neural network
(MANN) [45], a variant of Neural Turing Machine [46], as
the main building block for processing sequential feedback
information. MANN consists of two main components: a) a
LSTM network as the main controller, and b) an external
memory bank interacting with the main controller through
read and write operations. The external memory is denoted
by a matrix Mt ∈ Rk×q where k is the number of memory
slots and q is the size of each slot. The model has an LSTM
controller that reads and writes to the external memory at
every time step. The reading operation is done by a weighted
linear combination of all memory slots in external memory as
follows:
rt = (Mt)
T .wrt (1)
Here, rt is the content vector, and wrt ∈ Rk×1 is the
read weights computed from the hidden nodes ht in LSTM
main controller. To write into the memory, Santoro et al. [45]
designed a module called Least Recently Used Access (LRUA)
to access the least used memory locations by computing the
least-used weights vector, wlut , at each time step. The write
weights wwt ∈ R1×k is then computed as:
wwt ← σ(α)wrt−1 + (1− σ(α))wlut−1 (2)
where σ(.) is the sigmoid function. Let i be the index of the
non-zero element in the one-hot vector wwt , then the controller
writes in the memory as:
Mt(i)←Mt−1(i) + wwt (i)at (3)
where at is the linear projection of the current hidden state
passed through a tanh nonlinearity. The introduction of an
external memory enables the recurrent network to store and
retrieve much longer-term information compared to LSTM.
This frees up the main controller and increases its capacity of
learning highly complicated patterns within the data.
B. Adaptive Lung Nodule Classifier via Memory Augmented
Recurrent Network
Suppose D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 is the initial set of training data.
Let F = {xj , yj}Mj=1 denote the feedback samples provided
by physicians. Given a sample x, our goal is to estimate its
true label by conditioning on the initial training set and the
feedback data. We can write the conditional probability as
follows:
P (y|x, D, F ) = P (x, y,D, F )
P (x, D, F )
= P (y|x, D)P (F |x, y,D)
P (F |x, D)
We observe that the first term P (y|x, D) only depends on
the initial training set and the given input, but not the feedback
F . For this reason, we train a ResNet to approximate this
term. The denominator in the second term does not affect the
classifier’s decision as it is the same for every y. Therefore, we
only need to estimate P (F |x, y,D) to update the classifier’s
decision. To this end, we model this likelihood function using
a MANN. We then merge together the output of MANN and
ResNet to form an adaptive system capable of generalizing
to new set of nodule images. In practice, we observe that the
MANN converges rather slowly. This could be because the
recurrent network cannot scale very well to the large number
of pixels of input images (in our case, 32× 32× 32 = 32768
pixels). We mitigate this issue by passing images to a ResNet
before feeding them into MANN. Specifically, we use 512-
dimensional output of ResNet’s average-pooling layer as the
features to MANN. Our experimental results show that this
modification, denoted as ResNet-MANN, dramatically im-
proves the convergence speed of MANN.
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Fig. 6. Training (Left) and validation-set (Right) accuracies of nodule/ non-
nodule classification using MANN and ResNet-MANN. In the right panel
and at each specific episode, the validation-set accuracy is presented for a
network that is trained for that many episodes. The accuracy was computed
and presented as the average accuracy (±std) over 500 sequence of images
(of length 20) selected randomly from the whole validation set. The vertical
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validation accuracy
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images; namely, salt and pepper noise (Left), Gaussian noise (Middle), and
blurring (Right). The yellow shaded areas depicts the standard deviation of
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Training MANN: To train the recurrent network, we se-
quentially present of images and their one-step delayed labels
{xt, yt−1}Tt=1. Each sequence is called an episode. This simu-
lates the sequential feedback from radiologists during the eval-
uation phase. The network’s parameters are optimized through
maximizing the cross entropy between predicted probabilistic
scores and the ground truth labels. We train MANN using
ADAM optimizer with the same configuration as CNN and
minibatch size is set to 16. A grid search is performed to
find the best parameter values. The best validation results
are achieved using 128 memory slots of size 40 and LSTM
controller of size 200.
C. Evaluation of Adaptive Classifier
Adaptation to feedback: We first verify the effectiveness
of MANN by computing its classification accuracy after a
number of feedback. Each feedback contains an image and its
label. The training and validation accuracies for the MANN
TABLE III
VALIDATION CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES FOR MANN AND
RESNET-MANN
Instance (% correct)
Model 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 10th
MANN 60.58 72.04 75.59 77.24 78.78 87.75
ResNet+MANN 66.78 86.70 88.78 90.00 90.60 92.68
network are provided in the left and right panels of Figure 6,
respectively. The accuracies are computed for up to 10 feed-
backs. For example, the first instance accuracy is the classi-
fication accuracy for just the first presentation of samples of
each class. The second instance accuracy is the classification
accuracy of the second observation of both classes, and so on.
The average validation accuracies (± std) are depicted in
the right panels of Figure 6. For both architectures, the first
instance accuracy is above chance level which indicates that
the networks perform educated guess for new data samples
based on the images it has already seen and stored in the
memory. MANN achieves the highest validation accuracy after
226,000 episodes with 60.58% and 72.04% for the first and
second feed-backs, reaching up to 78.78% and 87.75% by
the fifth and tenth, respectively. In contrast, ResNet-MANN
reaches the highest validation accuracy after only 46,000
episode with 66.78% and 86.70% for the first and second feed-
backs, reaching up to 90.60% and 92.68% by the fifth and
tenth, respectively. ResNet-MANN significantly outperforms
MANN both in terms of convergence rate and accuracy
in adaptive classification setting. Table III summarizes the
validation accuracies for both architectures.
Adaptation to domain shift: We demonstrate the robustness
of our adaptive classifier to domain shifts by applying different
types of never-seen-before distortions with various intensities
to the images. One type of distortion is random removal of
pixels and replacing them with zero values. This creates salt-
and-pepper noise effect. To simulate the scenario where the
test images have different resolution compared to train image,
we apply Gaussian blurring on test images. We allow ResNet-
MANN to use only 10 samples from each new domain for
adaptation. Figure 7 compares the accuracy of the adaptive
classifier against that of AlexNet and ResNet. The adaptive
classifier outperforms deep networks under all kinds and
intensities of noises. As the noise level increases, ResNet
and AlexNet accuracies dramatically reduce. In contrast, the
classification accuracy of our adaptive classifier remains above
80% even when accuracies of two popular deep networks’
reduce to chance. This experiment indicates that the adaptive
classifier is highly robust against changes in data distribution.
IV. AUTOMATIC DISCOVERY OF NOISY LABELS
The diagnosis error for lung cancer screening is around
30%, even for experienced radiologists [47]. As a result,
the ground truth annotation of lung nodule is imperfect. In
section II-D, we have seen that radiologists diagnosis decision
is highly variable. Label noise is arguably a major factor
hindering deep networks from reaching a clinically useful
performance. Recently, a number of techniques have been
7developed for handling label noise [48]–[51]. However, this
work either uses heuristic loss correction or requires re-
training the estimator for new samples. In this section, we
propose a strategy for automatically discovering bad labels.
Our method can be applied to any new samples without the
need of re-training. This is an important step toward making
deep learning more friendly to medical research whose data
often come with missing or noisy annotation.
A. Inconsistency Density Function via Recurrent Networks
We can find out if a sample is mislabeled by estimating
the conditional probability P (y|x,x′, y′), where (x, y) is a
sample with correct label, and (x′, y′) is a sample whose
label is in question. Intuitively, if y′ is also correct, two
samples are more consistent than when y′ is wrong. Therefore,
P (y|x,x′, y′) tends to have higher value when the label is
correct than wrong. In practice, performing such estimate is
challenging as the probability function faces high-dimensional
data x in presence of only small number of observations. One
can of course perform training using a big dataset to improve
the estimate. Techniques like Siamese networks [52] can be
adopted for this purpose. However, the trained network cannot
be used for the samples in the training set as they might be
over-fitted, leading to an over-optimistic accuracy. This defies
the original purpose which is removing noisy labels from the
training dataset. To this end, we propose the use of MANN for
estimating the inconsistency between samples. We then show
that this measure is effective for removing noisy labels from
training data.
Training Procedure: As before, we define episode as a
sequence of observations and labels {xt, yt}Tt=1. We wish to
learn a MANN to predict the conditional probability for a
P (y|x, {xt, yt}T ′t=1), where T ′ ≤ T . As before, we train the
system by sequentially feeding the input xt and the time-
delayed output yt−1 to the network, and predict the current la-
bel yt. More importantly, correct labels are randomly shuffled
from episode to episode. For example, nodules can be labeled
as 1 in one episode 0 in another. Note that labels are consistent
within the same episode. This strategy helps prevent the
MANN from learning a fixed mapping from samples to their
class labels [45]. Consider the scenario where we don’t shuffle
the label, the network can simply ignore the label information
if it can extract label information from x. This is undesirable
as the estimate P (y|x,x′, y′) will not change regardless of
whether y′ is correct or wrong. Label shuffling forces the
network to learn dynamical bindings between images’ features
and the provided labels, making it more responsive to the
change in input labels. This is the key property that we use to
remove label noise.
Discovery of Noisy Labels: We hypothesize that if we feed
MANN with some incorrectly labeled samples (x′, y′), then
freeze it to perform classification, it will continue assigning
incorrect labels to other samples due to its adaptive nature.
We call samples that we feed into MANN seed samples.
Wrongly labeled seed samples will produce higher number of
classification errors. In case of lung nodule where the ground
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Fig. 8. IDFs for two classes of MNIST data (top) and lung nodule data
(bottom).
truth labels of test samples are uncertain, we use the term
inconsistency instead of error to indicate a mismatch between
classifier’s prediction and the provided label. Looking at the
statistics related to inconsistency might reveal the subset of
mislabeled data.
As a proof of concept, we first validate the effectiveness
of this approach using MNIST dataset, whose true annotation
is certain. We randomly flipped the label of 20% of samples
from each class. We use this noisy set to train MANN under
binary classification setting. After training, for each sample
(x′, y′), we feed it to the trained network and compute the
number of wrong predictions on a small set of correctly
labeled samples. We then plot a inconsistency density function
(IDF), defined as probability density function whose x-axis
is the number of inconsistencies resulting from feeding a
particular seed sample. Top panels of Figure 8 show the
resulted IDFs where two distributions of clean and noisy
samples are well separated. Assuming a Gaussian distribution
for the distribution of clean samples and at confidence level
of α = 0.05, we are able to recognize more than 95% of the
noisy-labeled samples in total (98.7% and 91.6% of mislabeled
zeros and ones, respectively).
We apply the same strategy to lung nodule data to filter
out bad labels. The two bottom panels of Figure 8 show
IDFs for both sets of samples labeled as nodules and non-
nodules by radiologists. We can observe a similar pattern
with MNIST data where IDFs show two distinct modes.
One mode with lower mean inconsistency is likely to come
from correctly annotated samples, and the other from noisy
labels. Since ground truth labels of lung nodule data are
uncertain, we request a radiologist to carefully relabel a subset
of 54 images belonging to the second mode. Figure 9 shows
examples of these images. 34 out of 54 samples, or 63%,
were assigned different labels by the radiologist. The results
from synthetic MNIST experiment and from radiologist’s
re-examination indicate that the proposed method is highly
effective in identifying bad samples within data.
8non-nodule nodule
non-nodulenodule
Fig. 9. Examples of lung nodule images identified by our algorithm as having
noisy labels. Labels of these samples were changed during the relabeling.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper systematically compares performance of deep
networks against that of radiology software and radiologists
on lung cancer screening task. We found that mistakes made
by deep networks are also highly confusing to radiologists.
We propose a practical adaptive classifier capable of taking
feedback from radiologists and refine its decision. Our exper-
imental results demonstrated that, when data change, the pro-
posed classifier maintains a good performance while popular
deep networks’ accuracy reduces to chance. Finally, this paper
shows that recurrent network can be used to remove noisy
label through computing inconsistency density function. The
future work will explore different optimization strategies to
speed up the convergence of MANN. We will also investigate
the efficacy of our label noise removal framework in a general
classification setting.
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